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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we study the existence of a reflexive, with respect o the generalized 
reflection matrix P, solution of the matrix equation AXB = C. For the special case when B = I, we 
get the result of Peng and Hu [1]. @ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C '~xm denote the set of all complex n x m matrices. The unit matrix of order n is denoted 
by /n .  By A* we denote the conjugate transpose matrix of A C g '~×m. The symbol A -  stands 
for an arbitrary generalized inner inverse of A, i.e., A -  satisfies AA-A = A. A matrix P E C ~×n 
is called a generalized reflection matrix if P* = P and p2 = I. 
Chen [2] and Chen and Sameh [3] introduce the following two special classes of subspaces in 
CnXn: 
C?×n(P) = {A • Cnx~: A = PAP}, 
C~X~(P) = {d • C '~x~ : d = -PAP}, 
where P • C ~x'~ is a generalized reflection matrix. 
A matrix X • C~x~(P), (X • C~x~(P)) is a reflexive (antireflexive) matrix, with respect to 
the generalized reflection matrix P. 
The reflexive and antireflexive matrices, with respect to a generalized reflection matrix P, 
were studied by a number of authors. They have applications in system and control theory, in 
engineering, in scientific computations and various other fields (see [2,3]). 
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There are a lot of papers in which the basic aim is to find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a solution to the matrix equation, 
AX = B,  (1) 
such that X belongs to some special class of matrices. For example, papers [4-6] considered the 
existence of symmetric and antisymmetric solutions of equation (1), papers [7,8] considered the 
same but for the matrix equation AXB = C, while in the papers [9-11] the existence and the 
expression of real positive definite (Re-pd) and real nonnegative definite (Re-nnd) solution of the 
equation (1) were investigated. The paper of Peng and Hu [1] is the first one which established 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of reflexive and antireflexive, with respect 
to a generalized reflection matrix P,  solutions of the matrix equation (1). They also found an 
explicit expression. 
In this paper we will consider eflexive solutions of the matrix equation, 
AXB = C, (2) 
where A, B, C E C nxn. From now on, by reflexive solution, we mean reflexive with respect o a 
generalized reflection matrix P. The results for antireflexive solutions could be obtain analogously. 
The generalization from the equation (1) to (2) is nontrivial. Furthermore, this is a very 
complicated problem, but its solution will have many applications in engineering and scientific 
computations. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Theorem 2.1, we represent he necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of reflexive solutions of (2). The conditions from that theorem are very 
general and they represent just the starting point in the search for the more operative condition 
in the particular cases. Some special cases of this problem will be considered in Theorems 2.2 
and 2.3. To prove 2.3, we use the main result from [12]. As a corollary of case (2) of Theorem 2.2, 
we obtain the same results as [1]. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
For a generalized reflection matrix P, there exist a unitary matrix U = [U1 U2], where 
Us E C nx ' ,  U2 E C nx(~-r) such that 
P = u -- In_r (3) 
Throughout his paper, we will assume that a generalized reflection matrix P is represented 
by (3). For the proof see [1]. 
The next lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition for X to be in cn×n(p) .  
LEMMA 2.1. The matr ix X E CrXn(p)  i f  and only i f  X can be expressed as 
where M E C rxr, N E C (nl~)x(n-~). 
PROOF. Let 
where M E C ~×r, N E C (~-~)x(~-~). From PXP = X it follows that 
-F  N ' 
which implies that E = 0 and F = 0. The other direction is trivial. I 
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From now, we will assume without loss of generality, that the matrices A, B, C C C '~×n have 
the following decompositions: 
A=U A1 A2 U* B=U B1 
A3 A4 ' B3 B4 C3 C4 U*, (5) 
where A1, B1, Cz E C ~×r and A4, B4, C4 E C (n-r) x (n-r). 
The following theorem represents the general conditions for the existence of reflexive solutions 
of the matrix equation AXB = C. 
THEOREM 2.1. The matrix equation AXB = C has a solution X C CrXn(P) if and only if the 
following system of matrix equations has a solution, 
A1MBz + A2NB3 = C1, 
A1MB2 + A2NB4 = C2, 
A3MBz + A4NB3 = C3, (6) 
A3MB2 + A4NB4 = Ca. 
In this case, the solution is represented by 
PROOF. First suppose that the matrix equation (2) has a solution X E C~x~(P). By Lemma 
2.1, there exist M E C rxr, N C C (~-~)×(n-~) such that 
Now, from AXB = C using the decompositions (5), we get 
[ A1MBz + A2NBa AzMB2 + A2NB4 C1 
[ A3MBz + A4NB3 A3MB2 q- A4NB4 C3 C4 " 
If the system of the matrix equation (6) has a solution then 
In the next theorem, we will consider the special cases when Bi = 0 and Bj = 0, for (i, j) C 
{(1,2), (1,4), (2,3), (3,4)}. We find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
solution X E c~xn(p) .  Furthermore, we describe completely the set of reflexive solutions. Since 
the case Ba = 0, B4 = 0 is analogous to the case when B1 = 0, B2 = 0, we will consider the 
latter. Similarly, the case B1 = 0, B4 = 0 is analogous to the case B2 = 0, B3 = 0, so we will just 
study the case B2 = 0, Ba = 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. 
(1) / fBz  = 0 and B2 = O, then the matrix equation AXB = C has a solution X E C~×~(P) 
if and only if 
A 'A ' -C 'B ' -B '  = C', 
where A' = [A2 A4 ]T, B '  = [B3 B4 ] , C'  = U*CU. In this case the general solution 
is represented by 
X = U A ' -C 'B ' -  + Y - A ' -A 'YB 'B  I- U*, 
where M E C r×" and Y E C ('~-r)x(n-r) are arbitrary matrices. 
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(2) / fB2  = 0 and Ba = O, then the matrix equation AXB = C has a solution X E C~×'~(P) 
if and only if 
A 'A ' -C 'B~BI  = G I and A"A" -C"B~B4 = C", 
where A' = [A1 Aa] r,  A" = [A2 A4] T, C' = [C1 Ca] T, C" = [C2 C4] T In this 
case the general solution is represented by 
[ o ] 
X = U A ' -C 'B{  + Y-O A ' -A 'YB~B~ A" -C"B2 + W-  A" -A"WB4B 4 U*, 
where Y E C rx~ and W E C (~-r)x(~-~) are arbitrary matrices. I 
PROOF. 
(1) Let B1 = 0, B2 = 0 and X e cnxn(p)  is a solution of equation (2). We can assume that 
X is represented by (3). Now, from AXB = G it follows that 
[A2 A4ITN[Ba  B41= 63 64"  
Denote by A' = [A2 A4] T, B'  = [B3 B4], C' = U*CU. It is well-known (see [13,14]) 
that equation the A'NB '  = C' has a solution if and only if A'A ' -C 'B ' -B '  = C'. In 
this case, the general solution is represented by N = A' -C 'B ' -  + Y - A ' -A 'YB 'B ' - ,  for 
arbitrary Y E C (~-r)x(~-~). 
(2) Suppose that B2 = 0, Ba = 0 and X E C~×'~(P) is the solution of equation (2). Then, X 
is represented by (3). From AXB = C we obtain that 
[A1 Aa]TMBI=[C1 C3] T , 
[A2 A4]T NB4=[C2 64] T 
Let A' = [Ai A3] T, A" = [A2 A4] T, C' = [C1 Ca] T, C" = [62 64] T. Solutions 
of these equation exist if and only if 
' ' -  ' - ' C' C" A A C B 1 B 1 = and A"A" -C"B4B4 = . 
In this case the general solutions are represented by 
M = A ' -C 'B{  + Y - A ' -A 'YB1B{,  N = A" -C"Bg + W - A" -A"WB4B4,  
for arbitrary Y E C ~×~ and W E C (n-~)x(~-~). 1 
Remark that X E C~x~(P) is equivalent to X* E C~x~(P), so Theorem 2.2 also holds in the 
case when Ai = 0 and Aj = 0, for ( i , j )•  {(1,2), (1,4), (2,3), (3,4)}. 
As a corollary of case (2) of Theorem 2.2, when B = I~, we obtain Theorem 1 of [1]. 
In the case when the condition Bi = 0 and Bj = 0 for some (i, j)  E {(1, 2), (1,4), (2, 3), (3, 4)} 
is not satisfied, to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of reflexive solutions 
of AXB = C could be very complicated. The next theorem represents a solution for this problem 
in one special case. 
Let us define 
Q~ = (I - AjA-~ ® B-~Bk),  (7) 
for s • {1, 2, 3, 4}, where (j, k) = (2, 3), (2, 4), (4, 3), (4, 4), respectively, and 
P, = (I  - A ,A  7 ® B[-B,) Q,, (8) 
for s E {1, 2, 3, 4}, where (i, l) = (1, 1), (1, 2), (3, 1), (3, 2), respectively. 
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THEOREM 2.3. I[for ( i , j )  e {(1,2),(3,4)} and (/,k) e{(1,3) , (2 ,4)} ,  
AiA-~ ( A jA ;  ) Ai ® Bl ( S ;  Bk ) B[- Bz = ( A jA~ ) d i® Bl ( B ;  Bk ) , (9) 
then equation (2) has a solution X C cn×n(P) if and only if Ps(Cs) = O, for every s 6[ (1,2, 3, 4} 
and if there exist Vp ~ C r×r and Yp 6 C (n-r)x('~-r), p 6 {1,2,3,4} such that matrices, 
M(p,~,z) = V v + A~ (Qp (Cp - A~VpBz)) B? ,  (10) 
are equal for every (p, i, l) C S = {(1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 2), (3, 3, 1), (4, 3, 2)} and the matrices 
N(q,j,k,i,l) ---- Yq + A ;  (Cq - AiVqBl - AjYqBk) B k,  (11) 
are equal for every (q,j, k, i , l )  C S' : {(1,2, 3, 1, 1), (2, 2,4, 1,2), (3,4, 3,3, 1), (4,4,4,3,2)}. 
In this case the solution is represented by 
where M = M(1,1,1) and N = N(1,2,3,1,1). 
PROOF. Suppose that (9) is satisfied and that there exists a solution X C C~×~(P) of equa- 
tion (2). By Theorem 2.1 it follows that every equation from (6) has a solution. Now if we apply 
Cain's result [12] to every equation from (6), we get that Ps(Cs) = 0, for s E {1, 2, 3, 4}. Also, 
we may conclude that the general solution (M, N) of every equations from (6) is given by (10) 
and (11) for suitable indexes p, i, l, q, j, k. Now, because of the equality of the solutions of the 
equation from (6), we obtain the rest of the theorem. To prove the other direction, we can apply 
Cain's result [12] or just by straightforward computation check that system (6) is satisfied for 
M = M(p#j) and N = N(q,j,k#j), where (p, i, l) E S and (q, j, k, i, l) C S' are arbitrary. 
Remark that the condition (9) is satisfied when Aj and Bk are invertible matrices or one of 
Ai, Aj, Bl, Bk is a null matrix. 
3. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we consider some special cases and give a complete characterization of the set 
of reflexive solution. 
To find reflexive solution of equation (2) in the general case without any additional assumption, 
we can use for example the results of Wang [15] concerning the matrix equation, 
AXB + CYD = E (12) 
and apply it to every equation of (6), requiring that the solutions must be equal. We can also use 
any other result which insures necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the solution 
of the matrix equation (12). In all of these cases we get many necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of the reflexive solution of (2), which have complicated expression. 
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